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Drop breakup in fluid flows is investigated here as an exchange between the fluid’s kinetic
energy and the drop’s surface energy. We show analytically that this energetic exchange
is governed only by the action of the rate-of-strain tensor on the surface of the drop, more
specifically, by a term analogous to vortex stretching. Our formulation allows to isolate
the energetic exchange due to the relaxation of the drop, from the action of velocity
fluctuations leading to breakup. We perform direct numerical simulations of single drops
in isotropic homogeneous turbulence and show that an important contribution to breakup
arises from the stretching of the fluid-fluid interface by velocity fluctuations away from
the drop surface. This mechanism is approximately independent of the Weber number,
whereas the dynamics inside (and close to) the drop only contribute to breakup for
sufficiently large Weber numbers.
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1. Introduction
The breakup of drops and bubbles in turbulent flows is a key process in many natural
phenomena and industrial applications. Understanding the physical mechanisms that
lead to breakup is essential to develop accurate predictive models (Hakansson 2019).
Many commonly used breakup models rely on an energetic description of the phenomena
introduced by Kolmogorov (1949) and Hinze (1955), in which the ‘impact’ of turbulent
eddies on the surface of the drop increases the surface energy until a given threshold
is reached and the drop breaks. In these models the kinetic energy of turbulent eddies
and their arrival frequency are typically used as characteristic model parameters (see e.g.
Lasheras et al. 2002; Liao & Lucas 2009, for reviews). This approach to modeling breakup
is convenient because it lumps the complexity of drop-turbulence interactions into model
parameters, but it depends on the validity of the model assumptions about the energetic
exchange between the drop and the turbulent flow. To date, the physical mechanisms
underlying this energetic exchange remain poorly understood and laboratory experiments
to validate and to parametrize these (and other) models are extremely challenging (see
e.g. Risso & Fabre 1998; Eastwood et al. 2004; Maaß & Kraume 2012). This hinders
accurate predictions of drop breakup and drop-size distributions even in simple turbulent
flows (Aiyer et al. 2019).
A convenient framework to analyze the energetic exchange between the kinetic energy
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of the fluids and the surface energy of a drop (or more precisely the free energy of the
fluid mixture) is given by the Cahn–Hilliard–Navier–Stokes equations (Jacqmin 1999). In
these equations the interface is of finite thickness , but as Ñ 0 the sharp-interface limit
is recovered (with the classical stress balance at the infinitesimal fluid-fluid interface, see
Magaletti et al. 2013). In this paper, we exploit this framework to show that this energetic
exchange is solely described by the action of the rate-of-strain tensor on the surface of
the drop. Moreover, we decompose the rate-of-strain tensor to distinguish between inner
and outer contributions and apply this decomposition to shed light on the mechanisms
of drop breakup in homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
2. Energy exchange between kinetic energy and surface energy
We consider the incompressible Navier–Stokes (NS) equations coupled to the Cahn-
Hilliard (CH) equations,
ρpBtui ` ujBjuiq “ ´Bip` 2BjµSij ` fi ´ cBiφ, Btc` ujBjc “ κBkkφ, (2.1)
which, together with the incompressibility constraint, Biui “ 0, describe the evolution of
an immiscible binary mixture of incompressible fluids(Jacqmin 1999). Here ui is the i-th
component of the velocity vector, p is a modified pressure, Sij “ 12 pBiuj ` Bjuiq is the
rate-of-strain tensor and fi is a body-force term per unit volume. Repeated indices imply
summation, and we consider periodic boundary conditions. The concentration of each
component in the mixture is represented by c, where c “ ˘1 are the pure components. The
density ρ and dynamic viscosity µ of the fluid mixture depend on c and the immiscibility
is modelled through a chemical potential,
φ “ βpc2 ´ 1qc´ αBkkc. (2.2)
The numerical parameters α and β determine the typical width of the fluid-fluid interface,
 “ 4a2α{β, and the mobility, κ, determines its typical relaxation time. When these
parameters are fixed appropriately (Magaletti et al. 2013), the interface is consistently
close to the equilibrium profile, ceqpxq “ tanh p4x{q, and the surface tension reads
σ “ α
ż `8
´8
`Biceq˘2dx “ 4
3
?
2
a
αβ, (2.3)
where x is the spatial coordinate in the direction normal to the interface.
2.1. Governing equations of the kinetic energy and the surface energy
The evolution equation of the kinetic energy of the flow is obtained by taking the dot
product of the NS equations with ui. Invoking incompressibility, ´cBiφ is converted into
φBic plus an extra term that is absorbed into the modified pressure, p1 “ p` cφ, and the
equation reads
Bte` ujBje “ Bipuip1 ` 2µujSijq ´ 2µSijSij ` uiφBic` uifi, (2.4)
where e “ 1{2ρuiui is the turbulent kinetic energy per unit volume. The only terms
contributing on average to the total kinetic energy budget are the local kinetic energy
dissipation, 2µSijSij , the power input, uifi, and the energetic exchange between the
kinetic energy and the surface energy, φuiBic. This term acts in the fluid-fluid interface
and is also present, with changed sign, in the evolution equation for the free energy, which
is obtained by multiplying the CH equation by the chemical potential,
Bth` ujφBjc “ κφBkkφ, (2.5)
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Figure 1. (a,b) Schematic representation of the mechanism that generates (a) positive and
(b) negative increments of the surface energy due to the compression or stretching of the drop
surface, where n is the orthogonal vector normal to the interface, t1 and t2 are vectors parallel to
the surface, and ϑ “ ´σniSijnj . Blue and green arrows indicate the compressive and stretching
directions of the rate-of-strain tensor at the surface, and dotted lines are the streamlines of the
velocity field with respect to the surface. (c) Decomposition of the rate-of-strain acting on the
drop surface on the outer and inner contributions. (a) Temporal evolution of a drop at We “ 1.8.
The frame is fixed at the center of the drop, and the time of the snapshots corresponds, from left
to right, to t{td “ 2.0, 2.9, 3.9, 4.8, and 5.1. Blue isosurfaces denote vorticity with magnitude
|ω| “ 2.6x|ω|y. The size of the computational box is marked in Kolmogorov units.
where h “ β{4pc2 ´ 1q2 ` α{2pBkcq2 is the free energy per unit volume. We seek to
reveal the fundamental mechanism that drives the energetic exchange between the kinetic
energy and the surface energy by transforming (2.5) into an advection equation for h.
By decomposing the product φBic and operating on the partial derivatives, we find the
relation
φBic “ Bih´ αBkτik, (2.6)
where τik “ BicBkc is a Korteweg stress tensor. Substituting this expression in the kinetic
energy equation and the free energy equation, we obtain
Bte` ujBje “ BiΨi ´ 2µSijSij ´ αuiBjτij ` uifi,
Bth` ujBjh “ κφBkkφ` αuiBjτij , (2.7)
where Ψi “ uipp1 ` hq ` 2µujSij . The energetic exchange is described by the action of a
stress tensor, τij , and the free energy equation has been transformed into an advection
equation, where the first term in the right-hand side represents the diffusive action of the
chemical potential, and the second term the interaction of the interface with the velocity
field.
2.2. The physical mechanism leading to variations of the surface energy
The energy-exchange term can be further expanded into
αuiBjτij “ αBj puiτijq ´ αSijτij . (2.8)
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The first term in the right-hand side represents the divergence of a flux and vanishes in the
mean. Due to the symmetric form of τij , only the symmetric part of the velocity gradient
tensor, the rate-of-strain tensor Sij “ 1{2pBiuj`Bjuiq, interacts with τij . Considering that
the components of the vector normal to the interface are ni “ Bic{γ, where γ “
apBkcq2,
we rewrite the exchange term as ´αγ2niSijnj . This term describes the change in free
energy per unit volume; by integrating normal to the interface we transform it into an
energy change per unit surface,
ϑ “ ´σniSijnj . (2.9)
Here we have assumed that the interface is in equilibrium (so that eq. (2.3) holds) and
that neither n nor Sij change substantially across the interface width. Both assumptions
are fulfilled in the sharp-interface limit (Magaletti et al. 2013).
In this form, the exchange term is described by the stretching or contraction of the
interface thickness by the rate-of-strain tensor. This result may be difficult to interpret
from a physical and geometrical perspective, because the width of the interface between
inmiscible fluids is of molecular scale. From incompressibility it follows that Sijδij “ 0,
where δij is the Kronecker delta, and Sijnjni “ Sijpnjni´ δijq. Now we can reformulate
(2.9) in terms of any pair of orthonormal vectors parallel to the surface, t1 and t2,
ϑ “ σpt1kSkjt1j ` t2kSkjt2j q, (2.10)
where we have considered that, njni ´ δij “ ´t1i t1j ´ t2i t2j . This expression shows that
the surface energy increases as a consequence of the stretching of the surface area by
the rate-of-strain tensor, where dt log δA “ pt1kSkjt1j ` t2kSkjt2j q is the growth rate of an
infinitesimal area, δA, on the surface of the drop. The opposite situation is also possible,
and the decrements of the surface energy are related to the contraction of the surface
area. In figure 1(a,b) we show a schematic representation of these mechanisms.
By taking volume and surface averages of (2.7), we obtain an equation for the evolution
of the total kinetic energy and the total surface energy, E “ xeyV and H “ xhyV ,
dtH “ κxφBkkφyV ` xϑyS , (2.11)
dtE “ 2xµSijSijyV ´ xϑyS ` xuifiyV , (2.12)
where x¨yS denotes the integral over the fluid-fluid. On average, ϑ is the only term
responsible for the exchange of surface and kinetic energies. We stress that these equations
are valid independently of the physical properties of the fluids in the mixture, such as ρ
and µ, and only requires that the fluids are incompressible. Even in the case of different
viscosities, the expression for ϑ remains valid and is equally defined at both sides of the
interface. In this case and in the sharp-interface limit, the balance of tangential stresses
produces a discontinuity in the rate-of-strain tensor, but this only affects the off-diagonal
components of the rate-of-strain tensor in a frame fixed to the interface, which do not
enter ϑ (Dopazo et al. 2000).
2.3. Inner and outer surface stretching
Despite the simplicity of the energetic exchange term, the coupling between the drop
surface and the surrounding fluid is bidirectional and highly non-linear. To separate the
inner dynamics of the drop from the action of the external velocity field, we split the
surface-stretching term into inner and outer contributions by decomposing the rate-of-
strain tensor as Sij “ SIij ` SOij . Here SIij is the rate-of-strain tensor induced on the
surface of the drop by eddies close to and inside the drop, and SOij by eddies away form
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the drop surface. For this purpose, we define the outer vorticity field as
ω1O “ Gpx;∆qω, (2.13)
where
Gpx;∆q “ 1 if |x´ xs| ą ∆ and x P O,
Gpx;∆q “ 0 if otherwise, (2.14)
is a kernel that defines the region outer to the the drop, xs defines the surface of the
drop, and O comprises all the points outside the drop. Let us note that ω1O is not a
vorticity field because it does not, in general, fulfill that ∇ ¨ ωO “ 0. We thus project it
into the closest divergence-free field, ωO “ ω1O ´∇ψ, by solving
∇2ψ “ ∇ ¨ ω1O, (2.15)
with periodic boundary conditions. The stretching induced on the drop by the eddies
away from its surface can be calculated from the Biot–Savart law (Hamlington et al.
2008). By taking the curl of the vorticity and considering that ∇ ¨uO “ 0, we obtain the
following equation
∇2uO “ ´∇ˆ ωO, (2.16)
whose solution (with periodic boundary conditions) provides the rate-of-strain tensor
induced on the surface of the drop by eddies outside and inside the drop, SOij “ 12 pBjuOi `
BiuOj q and SIij “ Sij ´ SOij .
The stretching of the drop surface due to vorticity at distances larger than ∆ from
the drop surface is ϑO “ ´niSOijnj , where the rate-of-strain tensor is evaluated at the
surface of the drop, whereas ϑI “ ´niSIijnj is the stretching induced by the flow field
inside the drop and at a distance smaller than ∆ from the drop surface. A schematic
representation of this decomposition is shown in figure 1(c).
3. Drop breakup in homogeneous isotropic turbulence
The analysis presented in the previous section is valid for any configuration of the
fluid-fluid interface and for all flow regimes. The central role of the rate-of-strain tensor
in our analysis is consistent with experiments and theoretical analyses of laminar flows in
the Stokes limit. As noted by Rallison (1984): “Drop deformation and burst is promoted
primarily by the straining motion in the external shear. It is inhibited by the vorticity
in the outer flow.”. Hereinafter we apply our analysis to the dynamics of a single drop
embedded in a homogeneous and isotropic turbulent flow.
3.1. Numerical methods
We consider two fluids with equal density and kinematic viscosity, and integrate (2.1)
in a triply periodic domain of volume L3 “ p2piq3 by projecting the equations on a basis
of N{2 Fourier modes in each direction, where N “ 256. Non-linear terms are computed
through a dealiased pseudo-spectral procedure, and a third-order semi-implicit Runge-
Kutta scheme is used for the time integration, with a decomposition of the linear terms
proposed by Badalassi et al. (2003). To sustain turbulence in a statistically steady state,
we implement a linear body-force, pfi “ Cfpui, that is only applied to wavenumbers
k ă 2, where p¨ denotes the Fourier transform and k is the wavenumber magnitude. The
forcing coefficient Cf is set so that, at each time, the total kinetic energy per unit time
injected in the system is constant and equal to ε, while the kinematic viscosity ν “ µ{ρ
is tuned to keep a prescribed numerical resolution, kmaxη “ 4, where η “ pν{ε4q3{4 is
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Figure 2. (a) Average time to breakup as a function of the We. The upper and lower bars
mark the standard deviation. (b) Kinetic energy spectra at Reλ “ 58 for : , turbulent
flow without droplet; , We “ 1.8; , We “ 5.4. Vertical dotted lines mark the scale
of the drop, kd “ 2pi{d, the scale where the spectral density of the kinetic energy dissipation is
the highest, kε, and the scale of the interface, k “ 2pi{. (c) Pre-multiplied production spectra,
kηΦpkq. Lines as in (a). The total contribution of each wavenumber to the variation of the
surface free energy is represented as the area below the curve. Φ is normalized with its average
in each case.
the Kolmogorov length scale and kmax “ N{3 is the maximum wavenumber magnitude
after dealiasing.
The Reynolds number of the flow is Reλ “ λu1{ν “ 58, where λ “
a
15pν{εqu1 is the
Taylor microscale, u1 “a3E{2 is the root-mean-square of the velocity fluctuations, and
E “ 1{2xuiuiy is the ensemble-averaged kinetic energy. The thickness of the fluid-fluid
interface is set by the Cahn number Cn “ pα{βL2q1{2 “ 0.012, which for N “ 256 is
appropriate to resolve the interface with a spectral Fourier basis (Chen & Shen 1998),
and the mobility enters the Peclet number of Pe “ u1L2{κ?αβ “ 3Cn´2 (Magaletti et al.
2013). The time-step is set to ∆t “ 0.04Cn. Simulations have been performed on GPUs
using a modified version of the spectral code described in Cardesa et al. (2017). The
code has been validated against Shao et al. (2018), and the consistency of the numerical
parameters, such as the time-step and the spatial resolution, have been checked.
3.2. Initial conditions and drop size
We introduce a drop of diameter d “ 13L in a fully developed turbulent flow, and
integrate the governing equations (2.1) until the drop breaks (see figure 1(d)). Since
d “ 45η, breakup is dominated by inertial forces and characterized by the Weber
number, We “ ρε2{3d5{3{σ, and by a characteristic inertial time-scale td “ pd2εq1{3. To
statistically characterise drop deformation and breakup, we perform many independent
single-drop simulations initialized with statistically independent turbulent flow fields.
Mass leakage (Yue et al. 2007) leads to a progressive reduction of the drop diameter, and
to a time-dependent average Weber number, Weptq, which decreases slightly through the
simulations. We consider the effective Weber number of our simulations as the average
Weber number at the average time of breakup, xtby, i.e We “ xWepxtbyqy. The difference
of the Weber number at the time of breakup with respect to the measured Weber number
due to shrinkage is at most „ 3% in the worst cases.
We performed simulations at four different effective We in the range of 1.8´ 7.4. The
total number of simulations is about 100 for each We, which yield a total simulation
time of between 300td and 1500td. From each simulation, we stored full flow fields with
adequate temporal resolution to have fully converged statistics. In figure 2(a), we show
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Figure 3. Probability density function of ϑ calculated with the full (a), the inner (b) and the
outer (c) rate-of-strain tensor for ∆ “ 6η. Lines correspond to: , We “ 1.8; , 5.4.
The black dotted line corresponds to a Gaussian. Probability density functions centered at the
mean, and ϑ, ϑI and ϑO normalised with their respective standard deviations.
the mean and the standard deviation of the time to breakup, tb, as a function of the We.
As expected, low values of We, the longer the time it takes for breakup to occur.
In what follows we show that although d is comparable to the integral scale of the flow,
the drop does neither modify the structure of the surrounding turbulence nor resonate
with the numerical box. The drop interacts mostly with scales smaller than d, indicating
that the linear forcing used to sustain turbulence does not affect breakup. In figure (2a),
we show the average kinetic energy spectrum, Epkq “ 2pik2xpupu˚yk, with and without
an immersed drop. Here x¨yk denotes averaging over modes with wavenumber magnitude
k, and ¨˚ represents the complex conjugate. The energy spectra is similar for the flow
with and without droplet above kη „ 1, indicating healthy turbulent dynamics in those
scales. The good collapse of the energy spectra in the small wavenumbers also suggests the
absence of any resonances between the drop and the box, which could lead to spurious
large-scale dynamics. To examine how the large-scale forcing affects the dynamics of
breakup, we study the pre-multiplied production spectra
Φpkq “ ´4pik2<x {`ujBjc˘pφ˚yk, (3.1)
which describes the contribution of each scale to the changes of the surface energy due
to the deformation of the interface by the velocity field. In figure 2(b), we show that
variations of the surface energy are due mostly to turbulent fluctuations in the small
scales of the flow, whereas the contribution of the large scales is small compared to the
rest. In fact, the contribution of the scales affected by the forcing (with k ă 2) to the
production of surface energy is slightly negative on average, confirming that the forcing
does not contribute to breakup.
4. Statistics of the energetic exchange
We now use the decomposition presented in §2.3 to study the local stretching of the
drop surface due to eddies close to, or away from, the drop surface. Without aiming at a
rigorous physical definition, we refer to these eddies as inner and outer eddies respectively,
and use values of ∆ in the range from 6η to 9η, for which their contributions to the local
stretching are very distinct. In figure 3(a-c), we show the probability density function
(p.d.f) of ϑ, ϑO, and ϑI for We “ 1.8 and 5.4 and ∆ “ 6η. We find that ϑ and ϑI
are very similar and display fairly fat-tailed distributions which depend on the We.
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Figure 4. (a) Mean, (b) standard deviation, and (c) excess flatness of ϑ as a function
of We. Mean and standard deviation normalized with ρu3d. The flatness is defined as
F4pϑq “ xpϑ ´ xϑyq4y{xϑ2 ´ xϑy2y2 and the excess flatness is the flatness with respect to a
Gaussian distribution, for which F4 “ 3. Solid symbols corresponds to the statistics of ϑO, and
empty symbols to ϑI . Color lines correspond to ∆ “: , 6η; , 9η; and solid black line
to the full rate-of-strain tensor. In (b) the dotted line is proportional to We´1.
Their prominent negative tails indicate the presence of intense relaxation events. By
contrast, ϑO is symmetric, closer to a Gaussian and its shape is independent of the We.
In figure 4(a), we show the mean of ϑ, ϑO, and ϑI for different values of We and ∆. In
all cases, the average contribution of the outer eddies to the stretching of the interface
is larger than, or at least comparable to, the inner contribution. The average increment
of surface energy changes with We, but this variation is due mostly to changes in the
dynamics close to the drop surface, which transitions from xϑIy ă 0 to xϑIy ą 0 as
We increases, suggesting that the flow inside or near the surface of the drop becomes
turbulent at sufficiently large We. On the other hand, the average contribution of the
outer eddies to the stretching of the surface remains fairly constant with We. Since the
increment of the surface energy directly relates to drop breakup, we suggest that, even at
the largest We, an important part of the breakup is caused by the action of surrounding
turbulence more than „ 9η « 0.2d away from the drop surface.
In figure 4(b), we show that the standard deviation of ϑ is approximately proportional
to We´1 in all cases, and substantially higher for the inner than for the outer contribu-
tions. This implies that, as the We decreases, the fluctuations of the the local surface
stretching become much higher than the mean, suggesting that most of the stretching is
not efficient, and cancels out when averaging. The flatness factor, shown in figure 4(c),
also reflects the differences between the outer and inner contributions. For the former it
is independent of the We, while for the latter it increases with decreasing We.
We explain the statistical differences between the inner and outer contributions by
studying the structure of the rate-of-strain tensor induced by inner and outer eddies,
and of the vorticity vector, at the surface of the drop. In figure 5(a)–(c), we show the
p.d.f of the cosine of the angle of alignment between each of the principal axes of the rate
of strain tensor, v1, v2 and v3, where λ1 ą λ2 ą λ3 are their corresponding eigenvalues,
and the normal to the surface, n.
For the inner contributions, the most stretching (v1) and the most compressing (v3)
eigenvectors tend to be oriented at „ 45o with respect to the surface normal. The
intermediate eigenvalue is parallel to the surface. This alignment is stronger for lower
We, indicating that it is caused by surface tension forces. This is consistent with the
strong alignment of the vorticity vector parallel to the surface (see figure 5(d)), which is
most probably caused by the oscillations of the surface during the relaxation of the drop.
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Figure 5. (a-c) Probability density function of cos θi “ n ¨ vi, where vi are the principal
directions of the rate of strain tensor and λ1 ą λ2 ą λ3 are their eigenvalues. Solid markers
correspond to angles calculated with the inner flow field, and empty markers to the outer field
for ∆ “ 9η. (d) Similar but for the vorticity vector of the full flow field, cos θω “ n ¨ω{|ω|. Lines
correspond to We “: , 1.8; , 3.6; , 5.4. The vertical dotted line in (a) and (c)
marks cospi{4.
We note that the surface cannot generate vorticity normal to it due to n ¨∇ˆpφ∇cq “ 0.
The outer contributions to the stretching of the surface show a substantially different
picture. There is a consistent tendency of the most compressing eigenvalue to align normal
to the interface, although in this case the alignment is less marked. The good collapse at
different We suggest that this tendency is roughly independent of the surface dynamics.
5. Discussion
The outer drop dynamics is relevant for deformation and breakup at all We and
depends mostly on the structure of the surrounding turbulence. On the other hand, the
inner contributions are only relevant at high We. The latter are dominated by surface
dynamics, and display We-dependent statistics. The very different qualitative nature of
inner and outer dynamics, and the disparate scaling of their contributions to surface
energy increments and high order statistics, suggest that they are largely decoupled,
and that they may be considered separately. Hence a ‘random’ approach to model
breakup appears to be justified since the outer and inner dynamics are not expected
to be synchronized, precluding any synergies or coupling that may lead to enhanced
breakup. Our results rule out, at least for the case of equal density and viscosity, the
possibility of a breakup caused by drop-induced oscillations as observed by Risso & Fabre
(1998) in their experiments of bubbly flows under microgravity conditions.
We have reported a statistically significant alignment of the surface normal with the
most compressing direction of the non-local rate-of-strain tensor. This phenomenon,
which is also observed in the evolution of material surfaces in turbulence and naturally
leads to the alignment of both vectors (Girimaji & Pope 1990), indicates the persistent
stretching of the drop surface by outer eddies. This appears as a plausible mechanism
for drop breakup, and constitutes a reinterpretation of the phenomenological ‘collision’
of eddies. The statistics show that much of this stretching in not efficient. A possible
picture is that weak background turbulence produces much of this inefficient stretching,
while the most intense structures produce the stretching leading to breakup.
To conclude, let us remark that we have also identified a secondary breakup mechanism
at large We, when the flow inside and at the surface of the drop seems to become turbulent
and contributes substantially to breakup. This mechanism is probably inhibited in drops
with viscosity larger than that of the surrounding fluid, which may explain their resistance
to breakup (Calabrese et al. 1986; Roccon et al. 2017).
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